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Bibil
Owned and bred by Gaye Sinclair

Jasper and Emma
Owned and bred by Clare Treacher

Keira (Owned by Clare Treacher, bred by Gaye Sinclair),
Emma and Darcy Owned and bred by Clare Treacher

Zac
Owned and bred by Gaye Sinclair

Portia and Bluebell
Owned by Jen Day, bred by Janet Jeffers

Jasumik Max aka Max, 10 mths old
Owned and bred by Jane Couch

PICTURE GALLERY
Members’ Photos

Tobi Miller in the penthouse of Tobi Towers
Owned by Susan Miller

Tobi Miller – has his throw straightened
about 5 times a day – Owned by Susan Miller

Rataekora Kymba age 20 years 7mths, Sadly pts in Dec2015
Owned by Janice Fentem, bred by Audrey Pitt

Thai Lilac Point Phooey on Exhibition Row in Reading
Owned and bred by Julie Cherkas

Thai Blue Point Cymba on Exhibition Row in Reading
Owned and bred by Julie Cherkas

‘A Pile of Thai Pointeds.’
Edie, Thai Blue Point at the back, then left to right
Cymba, Thai Blue Point and Phooey, Thai Lilac Point.

Thank you to all members and breeders who shared photos of your wonderful cats!
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Chairman’s Welcome
T’is spring! The snowdrops have been and gone, the daffodils are in full glory, lambs are dancing in
the fields and the hedgerows and trees have just that faint green tinge that promises so much
more to come. Best of all, of course, we have our first litter of Korat kittens finding their feet.
Sweet little Minnie, who always looked so surprised when she could no longer jump effortlessly to
the kitchen tops, produced five on St Valentine’s Day, without any fuss or drama. So far so good!
She’s looked after them beautifully and all are thriving, with very little difference between them,
except I know there are two boys and three girls.
Now they are on the go, just showing an interest in toys, and beginning to explore and make the
first efforts at climbing. (I always say Korats live in three dimensions). Soon will come the messy
stage when they have to learn to like food without falling into it, or scattering far and wide as
they tip up the dish, and get fixated to the litter tray. Over the years I’ve found many kittens
have absolutely no problem other than being a tad enthusiastic when covering, but just a few
prefer a quiet dark corner and need a little more intensive training.

Other things that come round at this time of year are the Korat & Thai show and the club’s AGM.
I look forward to meeting members at both if you can make it. This year will be our last sharing
with many other little clubs and we say goodbye to Lynda Ashmore our show manager. Lynda has
taken such special care of our tiny breed shows that we have much to be grateful for, including
another profit last year. She’s not going to lose touch with us, I promise.
This spring will also bring changes for me. At Easter the boarding cattery will be full with final
feline visitors. Retirement is planned and a house move is also on the horizon. New challenges will
be good, but it will be hard to say goodbyes. After over 40 years in the village, 35 of them with
the cattery, roots are very deep.
Jen (K&TCA Chairman)

Editors’ Notes
Hello everyone!
Welcome to the Spring edition of your
newsletter!
Wow! Christmas soon came and went, then
into the New Year, which I hope you all enjoyed! We had a lovely quiet time at home with our
ladies, Maisie and Willow, who have been thoroughly spoilt with the extra time we had at home
over Christmas…more lap time with lots of cuddles 
So into the New Year we go!
I have been lucky enough during the December months to have an interview with my current
employer and I started a new position in January. Some of you will already know that I used to
spend a lot of my working life in the car, stuck on the M1 & the M25 to get to Heathrow where
my office was. Thankfully getting the new job, my office is now 15 minutes away, with the odd
couple of days a week working from home! This has pleased the ladies somewhat. Maisie loves to
show me her impression of a ‘lap’ top by obstructing my lap from any other objects that should
really be there…Although the conference calls that I have to make from home, do occasionally
have Maisie singing her thoughts in the background, which does entertain the others in the
team that I work with! Willow on the other hand is very well behaved during my working hours
at home. It has been a great relief to my work~life balance.
I had a great day in February at the Croydon Cat Club and the Southern Counties Cat Club joint
shows. Julie Cherkas brought along her gorgeous boys Cymba (Thai Blue Point Kitten) & Phooey
(Thai Lilac Point Kitten) for the Exhibition Pen. They were both adorable and I had many
cuddles throughout the day. It was lovely to catch up with some of you and also great to see so
many of our wonderful breed on show, with some excellent results.
So… as I wrap up my little section, just a quick reminder that subs were due 1st January and if
you’d like to continue with us we’d love to have you. Details can be found on the usual
Treasurer’s page.
Thank you to all of you that have already committed for another year. You
are greatly appreciated. We can’t survive without all you lovely members
supporting us.
Just one last note…Thank you to everyone who has taken the time to send
in something for this newsletter. We try to fit in as many of your articles
and photo’s as we can in each edition, so apologies if you didn’t quite make it
this time. Please do keep them coming…We really appreciate your support!
So that’s it from me.
Hope to see some of you at the upcoming K&TCA show on Sunday 3rd April!
Dee Hillier-Kidston – Newsletter Editor – for contact details, see inside front cover.

Committee News

Your committee is dedicated to promoting healthy Korats & Thais.
Spring is sprung! As they say.... And it‘s
nice to see some sunshine and British Summer Time is just around
the corner. My solar panels are giving me more power each day, as
daylight hours get longer and the sun shines. Not to mention how
much the cats appreciate sunning themselves on the shelves in the
garden again!
IN MEMORIAM
Sadly, we lost two of our long-term members in the New Year; we
regretfully heard that our Vice-President, Jane Hard, and breeder,
William Wilkinson, had both died. See page 29 for tributes.
AGM
This year’s meeting is on Sunday 24 April.

See page 10 for more detail.

THE OFFICERS OF THE CLUB AND COMMITTEE
You probably remember that our Treasurer, Brian Lacey, is retiring at April’s AGM. Once again, I’d
like to thank Brian for his work during his appointment. If anyone wishes to apply for this position,
please get in touch with me, as soon as possible, and I can take details to put an application
forward to be considered by the Committee. We will be looking to elect our three new co-opted
members at the AGM; Clare Treacher, Harry Bailey and Emmie Beale, together with appointing a
new Vice-President.
THAI LILAC POINT
It’s almost five years since I first began to think about breeding a Thai Lilac Point; it hasn’t been
easy as they are double recessives for pointed and chocolate. You don’t get many of those to the
pound! We now have three, confirmed by DNA testing, and the potential for more on the horizon.
The Korat & Thai BAC (Breed Advisory Committee) met in early March and voted unanimously to
put the Thai Lilac Point forward to the GCCF board of directors as a new colour of an existing breed.
Hopefully, this proposal will be taken forward for voting at the June Council meeting, after which,
at long last, they should be able to join the other Thais in competition. If you are interested in
seeing these beautiful cats, contact either Clair Harding-Brown or I after June and we’ll let you
know which shows they are going to. Also see further information on page 27.
THE K&TCA SHOW IS FAST APPROACHING!
Don’t forget, our 10th Championship show will be held in Wolverhampton, on SUNDAY 3rd April
2016. Further details about the venue are on our website and on page 28. We will have a Club
table there and my Thai Lilac Point kitten, Phooey, will be on exhibition at the table so he’ll be
hoping to see many of you there and give you a cuddle! Do come and say hello to us!
SHOW STRUCTURE REVIEW GROUP - UPDATE
The results of the Review Group questionnaire should be up on the GCCF website soon. Around
1500 exhibitors responded and most were already showing GCCF, with a number also showing in
other registries. There is more information of the results in the Delegates report on page 26.
NEW MEMBERS
We have five new members and two returning members; the committee would like to offer them all
a warm welcome.
Welcome to our New Members:
Mrs Diana Vaggers, Wirral, Mersyside
Miss Soraya Veale, Wallington, Surrey
Miss Charlotte Millership & Mr Chris Perkins, London
Miss Caroline Farrelly, London
Welcome back to our Returning Members:
Mr & Mrs Chris and Kirsty Powell, Tewkesbury
Finally, may I wish you all a Happy Easter! I hope to see some of you at the AGM on 24 April.
Julie Cherkas (Club Secretary)

Sam’s Unusual Hobby
My Thai Blue Point, Sam has an unusual hobby for a cat....
Sam (Thai Blue Point, Jusarka King-Cutie) is about 14 months
old now. He is a big softie but clumsy and always in trouble
with my old girl, Nutmeg (Thai Lilac, Jenanca Shulan) as a
result. He and his half-sister (Korat, Jusarka Jordan), loved
running around in the garden, bug hunting last summer.
It was during one such afternoon that I noticed a rather
unusual addition to my bird bath, which is a large plastic saucer
that rests on the path. Sam was standing ankle deep in the cold
water, playing boats with a dry leaf from my medlar tree. I
watched, expecting a moment of realisation on his part when
the water soaked into his fur and reached his skin. No…no rush
to leave…no Koratish blab of indignation and no furious
washing. No…he just curled up in Sphinx pose in the middle of
it, then sauntered over to me and leapt on my lap for a wash.
Ugh, cue one rather cold, wet, biped!
Bird bath paddling went on well into Autumn, until I decided it
was too cold to have the back door open. This has not deterred
Sam however. You'd think years and years of Korat ownership
would have honed me to expect a cunning alternative plan,
wouldn't you?
But no……
I often have a bath in the mornings and set it running whilst tidying the kitchen and brushing my
teeth. Such distractions meant I did not see a certain Samuel paying more attention than usual to
the running tap or take note that his conversation had lapsed (he does like to talk a storm,
especially in the mornings). That is, not until I went to get into my bath. Yep, there's Sam, armpit
deep in my bath, patting at the plug chain.
He's repeated this trick several times since (all under my close supervision), often playing water
polo with me, courtesy of a ping pong ball. I've not tried seeing if he'll swim yet but it wouldn't
surprise me. Anyone got some cat-sized armbands?

Fiona Wilson


LastWord
Allow me an afterthought. In an earlier article for the Korat magazine, I listed the pre-requisites for the late
Shrasta’s longevity. I omitted one.
For the final years of his life, we gave him salmon oil from <Fish4Dogs> - just a drop or two in his food every
day.
From the web we learned that the benefits of this food supplement can:• Act as an anti-inflammatory, helping with any condition causing inflammation of the heart, kidney, skin
and joints (such as arthritis).
• Eases inflammation due to allergies and reduces itchy skin or dandruff.
• Promotes a shiny, healthy coat and reduces shedding.
• In some studies, fish oil has slowed cancer growth, though more research is needed to reach
conclusive results.
• Not applicable to Shrasta in this case, but fish oil is important in brain and eye development in kittens.
Who knows what the effects of the fish oil supplement had on his long life? However, we continue to believe
that it was a great help.

Robin Miller

THE K&TCA
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Sunday April 24th 2016 at 2pm
AT

<<<<OUR NEW VENUE>>>>

St Thomas Meeting House, Clergy House,
Houghton Regis, Dunstable, Beds. LU5 5SJ
This venue has easy access and free parking
Tea and Coffee will be served from 1.30pm
If you would like a say in how your club is run, or would like to offer some help –
always gratefully received – please come along on the day and enjoy a free buffet!
We will update you with all the latest GCCF news, including proposals to promote
the Thai Lilac Point, the latest from the Show Review Group, together with a report
on what your committee has been doing for you and the breed.
Club Officers and Committee members will be elected and during the meeting there
will be a presentation of the remaining Show Scheme certificates and the title
rosettes for cats gaining a new title in 2015. We will also be discussing your
newsletter and website - and much more!
If you can’t make it in person, please let a member of the committee know your
views so they can be put forward on your behalf. See pages 11-15 included with
your newsletter for Agenda, Accounts and 2015 Minutes.
We will also have our Club merchandise on sale, all items feature the club name,
logo or cat’s head, printed or embroidered:
Fleece zip jackets (Sizes S/M/L) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £20.00
Club pens (6 different colours) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 2.00
I Korat Tote bags (black) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 3.00
I Korat Keyrings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 2.50
K&TCA Notebooks with pen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 2.00

We hope to see you there



RAFFLE and BUFFET after the meeting
Contributions for raffle prizes will be gratefully received

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
THE KORAT & THAI CAT ASSOCIATION
SUNDAY, 24th April 2016 AT 2.00 PM
>>>>> At our new Venue <<<<<
ST THOMAS MEETING HOUSE, CLERGY HOUSE, HOUGHTON REGIS,
DUNSTABLE, BEDS. LU5 5SJ

AGENDA
1. Welcome to members and in Memoriam
2. Apologies for absence
3. Minutes of the AGM of 2015
4. Matters arising from those minutes
5. Chairman's Report
6. The Secretary’s report on the work of the Committee
7. The Hon Treasurer’s Report and Financial Statement
8. Appointment of a suitably qualified independent person to examine accounts
9. The Show Secretary’s report; Presentation of Title Rosettes & Points Certificates
10.GCCF Delegate's report
11.Elections:
a) President & Vice-President
b) Committee Members. Retiring committee members up for re-election are:
Sarah Williams-Elliss, Liz Beckett, and Dee Hillier-Kidston.
Co-opted members for election are: Clare Treacher, Harry Bailey, and Emmie Beale
c) Delegate and substitute delegate to Council.
12.Items for discussion:
a) Show Review Group Progress & BAC Reviews
b) Cats for the two annual Pet Shows
c) Club Newsletter and Website
d) Thai Lilac Point Progress
e) Merchandise
13.Any other business

THE AGM IS THE OCCASION TO EXPRESS YOUR OPINION ON HOW
YOUR CLUB’S AFFAIRS ARE BEING RUN
Please Contact the Secretary, Julie Cherkas, if you wish to add to the agenda, which
can be updated via the website if necessary.

KORAT & THAI CAT ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on Sunday 26 April 2015
at St Thomas Meeting House, Houghton Regis LU5 5SJ
Chairman’s Welcome
Jen Lacey opened the meeting at 1405 by welcoming everyone.

Seven members were present; Judith Jewkes, Jen Lacey, Brian Lacey, Jen Day, Caroline Bertram, Dee
Hillier-Kidston, Julie Cherkas (Secretary).
1. Apologies for Absence were received from: Janet Jeffers, Sarah Williams-Elliss, Liz Beckett, Felicity
& Leo Black, Clair Harding-Brown, Heather Ross-Bruer, George Terry, Catherine Tew.
2. Minutes of the last Meeting on 27 April 2014 These were circulated to members with the
newsletter in advance of the meeting and were signed off, as amended. On page 2, item 13;
“Judith Jeffers” should be replaced by “Judith Jewkes” – my apologies, confusion over JJ initials!
3. Matters Arising
Jen L commented: Item 14 c) both London and National Pet Shows in 2014 were well attended on
both days by Korat and Thai cats. She wished to thank those owners and their pets for successfully
meeting and greeting the general public, thereby promoting our breeds.
Julie C: asked if item 14 e) K&T Breeding Policy had now been updated. Jen L confirmed the wording
had been updated but said she had some computer problems and hadn’t seen the email sent
containing high definition photos. Julie will re-send the email.
Jen L again commented: Item 14 f) vetting in for cats residing at different addresses would not
happen as she felt it was too complicated to police.
4. Chairman's Report
Discussions by email and telephone conference calls for some committee meetings have helped
and made things a lot easier for the committee. We still need to have a physical meeting when
judge changes on the BAC need a paper ballot. This may change in the future as BACs and Judge
Training are being looked at by the Board. We are very blessed with our membership numbers and
having a good newsletter plays an important part in retaining our members. Many breed clubs and
Regional clubs are struggling to keep their GCCF delegates, as membership numbers are dwindling.
Jen thanked Julie and Dee for their hard work on the newsletter and mentioned that the
professional GCCF printing was also a positive. The website was also a bonus and again thanked
Julie & Dee. At shows, it seems the emphasis on numbers is switching from the north to being
further southern based. There now seems to be more Korat & Thai cats being shown and bred in
the south, than in the north. Jen finished her report by saying she would like to thank everyone in
the club who does “something” to promote the breed, not just those who show and/or; it’s this
which is needed to keep going as a club.
5. The Secretary’s report on the work of the Committee
I’m still going through a bit of a learning curve as Secretary but the position doesn’t seem quite as
onerous as I’d expected and Jen, as Chair, together with Lynda Ashmore as Show Manager, have
helped me find my way through. As Jen said in her report, I would like to thank the rest of the
committee for their support and particularly Dee who is just a delight to work with (assisting with
the Newsletter and Website) and her one aim in life I think is to be helpful! Jen Day has also done
an excellent job as Show Support Manager, our show was a great success, and Jen D also had a
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personal ‘thank you’ for doing the title rosettes this year. Our Club Returns, thanks to Brian are in
on time and the officers details will need to be confirmed later this year. As a small breed club and
small committee, despite the odd niggle, we all work well together as a team.
6. The Hon Treasurer’s Report and Financial Statement
Brian Lacey confirmed an end of year balance of £4573.37 and accounts have now been signed off
by Mrs Curry and sent to GCCF. Brian had queried the interest rate and Santander confirmed it had
increased from 0.001% to 0.025%. Newsletter expenses have come down quite a bit since
electronic copies have become more popular and most new members do opt for the email version
as it’s cheaper. Also, printing via GCCF has reduced the cost of the paper newsletters. A few more
members are now using PayPal to send in their subs and membership is healthy, particularly for a
small club. Brian asked if we could look at a different website provider to reduce costs. However,
in the absence of a dedicated computer person, we agreed to stick to what we have as Dee is now
coping well with updates, etc. on the current system. Show costs increased slightly this year. We
made a profit on the 2014 show of £134.
7. Appointment of a suitably qualified independent person to examine the accounts
We all agreed there is no reason to change from Mrs Marion Curry. Judith Jewkes proposed we ask
her to continue. This was seconded by Julie Cherkas.
8. The Show Secretary’s report
Jen Day reported a good show of cats, 24 entered and only 2 absent on the Day. The Club table
looked nice with a good selection of merchandise, particularly Dee’s pens, keyrings, and bags. Jen
D also thanked Dee for all her hard work. However, we were still confused as to which cat was
actually overall BIS. In future, Jen Day wants KTCA Show Support (even if it isn’t her) to be given
the BIS results sheet before the final judging so that they can oversee putting the BIS cats in the
pens before final judging of overall BIS. She will be contacting Lynda Ashmore to ensure this
happens in future. All in all though, it was a very enjoyable and successful day.
9. Presentation of Change of Status rosettes & Points Certificates
Jen D has one club rosette still to hand out and Julie will send her the address so it can be posted
to the owner. The certificates for Best Breeder and Best Show cats were all handed out at the
show.
10. GCCF Delegate's report
Jen Lacey mentioned that her detailed reports are posted on the GCCF website following every
delegates’ meeting and these were published in the newsletter. She encouraged members to read
these in order to keep up to date on GCCF business. Changes are afoot and it’s difficult at the
moment as different parties have different wishes and so it’s difficult to get any agreement.
11. Election of the President & Vice-President
Jen Day proposed that Judith Jewkes as president; Julie Cherkas seconded this. Judith agreed and
was then thanked for coming to each AGM and Show. Jane Hard had been approached by the
Secretary before the meeting and was happy to stand again as Vice President; this was seconded
by Brian Lacey.
12. Election of Committee Members
We are a few short on committee members. Unfortunately, Jocelyn Glanfield had to resign earlier,
due to ill health and Janet Jeffers has also resigned recently, due to her move to Ireland. Felicity
Black was unable to attend the meeting but had indicated that she was prepared to stay on the
committee. Jen L suggested we ask Clare Treacher and Emmie Beale if they would like to join us on
the committee. It was agreed by all in the room (Dee excepted), that we weren’t getting any
younger and it was time we had some young blood in order to help train others to keep the club
viable.
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13. The election of a delegate and substitute delegate to Council.
Jen Lacey wished to remain as GCCF delegate and all were in favour of this. Sarah Williams-Elliss
was proposed as substitute delegate by Jen Lacey, Jen Day seconded.
14. Items for discussion:
a) GCCF Show Review Group Proposals, and BAC Reviews.
Show Review Group has another meeting soon before their revisions are put forward for
discussion at the next council meeting. The changes to review the group sections seem to make
sense but it will be difficult to agree change amongst all the sections. Julie proposed that when the
SRG eventually have proposals for change she will use the newsletter email list to send it to
members for feedback. Jen L also reported there had only been 2 BAC review meetings. They
wanted to reduce the number of BACs as judge training takes far too long and in particular to train
“all breed” judges. They are also going to propose that the Chair of BAC can only be on a
maximum of two BACs.
b) London & National Pet Shows.
This year there will be a Korat present on the Saturday only at LPS, thanks to Kit Game and Shelagh
Heavens. Jen Lacey is happy to take cats to the NPS.
c) Club Newsletter and Website
Newsletter – Julie and Dee have reformatted the Members List to be able to produce a mailing list
for GCCF. There are now 2 extra pages as printing is done on folded A3. The Paper newsletter is
now much more professional – and so much easier to do than the old photocopy method! Julie
will still be helping Dee with the newsletter and asked everyone to keep an eye open for
interesting articles to send to Dee. Dee will look into costs of rebuilding the website on a more
economic server at some point in the future.
d) Thai Lilac Point
Jen Day asked if GGCF knew we had two Thai Lilac Points. These have been registered but we still
need at least one more from different lines before we will apply to add them to the existing Thai
show classes.
e) Merchandise, including Club Calendar
Dee is still reimbursing herself for her initial outlay on the club pens but it won’t be long before
some money will be payable to the club. The committee suggested that she could claim the cost
upfront for merchandise from the club treasurer, but then as each sale would have to repaid to the
club she felt it might be easier to continue to pre-fund purchases. We agreed that it was up to Dee
which way she did this. However, if we agreed on more expensive items being suitable for club
merchandise, Dee might want to have the money first. We discussed the possibility of a club
calendar by running a competition in the newsletter to get suitable photos from members. We
decided if we were to do this, it should be a functional calendar with space to write events. Dee will
investigate the costs and will email the committee to discuss.
15. Any other business
None
The meeting closed at 1545
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Niamh - my Sugar Baby Diary ~ Part One
by Helen Hawkins
I for one wasn’t sad to see the end of 2015. We had
numerous awful happenings, but the worst in my life
was on Thursday 19th February, my darling Niamh was
diagnosed as diabetic and almost died. She was in
diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA), life threatening. She was
given 12 hrs to see if she would pull through.
The scary thing was that we had no idea that she was so
ill!!

All of our cats are special but Niamh in particular, to me, as she was given to me by
Gaye, 3 yrs after our first cat Naomi died, aged 18 yrs. She too was jet black and had
a Burmese look about her.
On our 20th Wedding Anniversary Gaye phoned me to ask if I could give a little black
Korat X Seal Point Siamese, with huge green eyes, a home as she needed to go to
someone who would love her very much and had time to spend with her, as she was
extremely shy. Seems that person was me and of course the answer was yes!!
Niamh came to live with us at 12 weeks old. A tiny 1lb 5oz scrap. She spent the next 2
weeks mainly under the settee, coming out mostly in the evenings. We bonded
immediately, from the moment I lifted her from the carrier.
At 4 months old, despite her shyness, I decided to take her to a local show and she did
extremely well. Many judges were baffled by her as they could obviously see that she
wasn’t just any ordinary household pet. Many thought she was an Oriental black –
that’s the Siamese bit showing through. I showed Niamh for about 8 years and she
gained her Master Cat title. She was also nominated Best in Show Household Pet at
the Manchester show in 2004! Her coat and eyes were the points judges always
commented on. One judge wrote that from head to tail tip, her coat was a jet black
velvet roller coaster ride!
18th February 2015 - In the morning, Niamh suddenly kept vomiting froth/biscuits. She
sat by the water bowl not drinking or eating. She looked thinner and depressed. I
booked a vets appointment for 4pm. They did some blood tests but all was ok
although they said she was dehydrated so I was to take her back the next day for fluid
therapy. Up until this morning, Niamh had been eating chicken every day, midmorning, with our pregnant Lily.

On the 19th at 8am, Niamh appeared to be very ‘flat’, lethargic and drowsy. She just
lay on the bed next to me. By 9am we were at the vets. They kept Niamh in and on a
fluid drip. Her weight had dropped from 3.6kg to 3.2kg. I went to pick her up at 6pm
and I was told to take her to the Veterinary Hospital as soon as possible as they had
diagnosed diabetes from a urine sample they had collected just before I arrived!
Niamh was admitted and at the same Lily was struggling in labour with her first born
kitten, presenting hind leg/tail first. David was in a panic. I explained to the vet and he
told me to get home and would phone me later.
Precious was born as I arrived home! A second kitten arrived an hour later. At midnight
Tom phoned. Niamh was in DKA and was critical. He couldn’t promise we would be
able to bring her back home. He told me to call in the morning. I was devastated……..
Friday 20th – I phoned to see how Niamh was and she had slightly improved. I was
allowed to visit the next day but she was on the critical care ward.
Saturday 21th February – I visited Niamh at 4.30pm. She looked happy to see us and
actually held my fingers in her paw! Over the weekend we did manage to get her to
eat a little bit.
Monday 23rd – I went to see her and she fell asleep in my coat. I was able to get her to
eat a little again. She needed to eat so that we could bring her home and give her
insulin injections.
Thursday 26th – Niamh came home!!
We were shown how to give her insulin injections and I was given a diabetic diary so
that I could record her eating, drinking and demeanour etc. The injections were ok for
me as I was a nurse and podiatrist. David was so brave learning what to do and is so
good at injections now.
Wednesday 4th March – We learnt how to take Niamh’s Blood Glucose (BG) readings
by taking a sample from her ear using the Alpha Trak2 meter. So we can now take
12hr BG readings at home. This was much less stress for Niamh and lowered the vet bills
for us. It is also a great peace of mind because if you are worried, you can take a BG
reading and phone for advice.
From the 8th March, we took Niamh’s BG for 3 Sundays (12hr curve) and phoned Ana
with the results. For a month she did extremely well and then by April 2nd she was
admitted into the hospital again, critical in DKA.
Thankfully she wasn’t as ill as in February and settled in the vet hospital a bit better.
One of the nurses made her a hidey hole from a cardboard box and she was nursed
on the cat ward – diffused lights, Feliway diffusers and quiet all around…..
To be continued in the next issue……

Is your Cat Fat??
It is estimated that 25 to 30% of cats in the UK are obese!
A cat is overweight if it is up to 20% heavier than
its optimal weight.
Ideally, cats should be fed an amount to maintain their optimal
bodyweight. Long-term studies have shown that both obesity and
excessive thinness shortens life expectancy.

Assessment of Body Condition
Bodyweight can be used to assess whether or not a cat has gained or lost
weight. However, dictating a weight which is ideal depends on the age and
breed of the cat. Therefore, a scale assessing the body condition (body condition score, BCS) is often used.
A chart (Pet Size-O-Meter) can be downloaded from the Pet Food Manufacturers’ Association website at
www.pfma.org.uk.
This scale grades the body condition of the cat from 1-5, where a BCS of 1 is very thin, 3 is ideal and 5 is
obese. An obese cat is one in which the ribs are hard to feel as they are covered by a thick layer of fat,
there is a moderate to thick layer of fat, covering all the bony prominences, and the cat has a pendulous
‘skirt’ (bulge under the abdomen), with no waist.

Health Risks in Obesity
There are so many reasons to prevent your cat from becoming overweight or obese, including quality of life
and longevity.

Disorders for which Obesity is a risk factor







Diabetes mellitus
Lower urinary tract disease (cystitis, etc)
Joint stress and aggravation of osteoarthritis
Non-allergic skin diseases
Hepatic lipidosis (fat deposited in the liver)
Decreased stamina and exercise tolerance

Possible Complications of Obesity





Increased anaesthetic risk
Decreased immune function
Dystocia (problems giving birth)
Breathing problems (‘Pickwicklan’ syndrome)

Overweight cats often don’t live as long as pets at normal weight. The shortened lifespan of a heavy cat can
be the result of more obesity-related diseases. Carrying around extra weight on a small feline frame places
tremendous stress on joints, tendons and ligaments which can cause arthritis.

Overweight cats have fat lurking in places you can’t see. For example, accumulations of fat deposits in the
chest and abdomen can restrict the ability of your kitty’s lungs to expand, making breathing difficult.

Treatment of Obesity
It is very dangerous for cats to lose weight too quickly because this predisposes them to the development of
hepatic lipidosis, a potentially fatal liver disease whereby fat is deposited within the liver as a result of a
change in metabolism during fasting. A gradual, steady decrease in bodyweight is ideal; it may take up to a
year for a severely overweight cat to reach its ideal body condition. It‘s also important not to change your
cats’ food while dieting. If your cat rejects the food and won’t eat (which cats sometimes do when new food
is introduced), it can cause a whole host of metabolic problems.
In order to slim down an overweight cat, you must feed a portion-controlled and balanced diet. Cats that are
fed a dry diet are quite often overweight and are free-fed, which means they are grazing day and night on
food which is keeping them fat. If your Cat is still eating kibble, it’ll need to be slowly and safely
transitioned to the right nutrition; a low carb, moisture-dense and fresh food diet. Not only will a better
diet help with the weight loss, it will make your feline companion much healthier overall. Cats are carnivores
and, unlike humans and dogs, they must have meat in their diet to survive. A cat's natural diet consisting of
small prey mammals would be high in protein and low in carbohydrate. In order for cats to lose weight,
veterinary diets have been designed which are high in protein, low in fat and low in carbohydrate. This helps
cats to lose fat whilst maintaining lean body mass (ie, muscle). You could work with your vet to determine a
safe and healthy amount of weight loss for your cat and the rate at which weight loss should occur.
In addition to a suitable diet, cats can be encouraged to exercise either through increasing play, or by
encouraging movement around the house. Make sure your cat has at least one multi-level cat tree to climb on
in your home. If he is willing to use it, he’ll get some good stretching, scratching and climbing time in each
day even when you’re not around.
It’s important to keep in mind that your cat has a very limited attention span. An inexpensive laser toy will
help to encourage play and they will enthusiastically chase the beam or dot.
Perhaps invest in a few interactive cat toys. To pick the best ones, consider things from your cat’s point of
view. Cats are natural hunters, so when choosing toys and activities to engage them, think in terms of
appealing to their natural instincts to stalk prey. Cats in the wild stalk prey for only a few minutes at a time
and then move on and your cat will tell you when they have had enough!
Turn mealtimes into a workout session. Put your cat’s food in a bowl and then walk around the house with it,
with your cat following closely behind you. Stop from time to time and offer small bites of food.

Maintaining Optimal Condition
Once a cat has reached its target weight, it may be
preferable to feed a 'light' or low calorie food. These
diets are designed for the less active feline and do not
contain as many calories as the normal maintenance
foods. While it is hard to see weight loss in a cat that
you are watching every day, it is equally difficult to see
the early stages of weight gain. Regular weight checks
should be continued to ensure that the fat doesn't start
to creep back on.
Credits: Information taken from healthypets.mercola.com and icatcare.org

Show Points Scheme - Best Show Cats of 2015
Best Breeders 2015
PREFIX
Jusarka
Indigo
Koorahk
Saluay
Clairabelle

Posn
1st
=2nd
=2nd
4th

Best Korat Adult - Male

BREEDER
Julie Cherkas
Liz Beckett
Helen Hawkins
Clare Treacher
Clair Harding-Brown

POINTS
2200
530
495
435
20

Best Cats 2015

Name of Cat / Owner / Breeder
Ch Kal-Lee Kasem (Import) – Owned by Leo & Felicity Black – bred by Bobbie Weihrauch
IGrCh Jusarka Rainbow Warrior – Owned & bred by Julie Cherkas
Ch Maew-Korach Ramasura (Import) – Owned by Emmie Beale, bred by Marianne Looten
Ch Jona’s Cha Koon (Import) – Owned by Liz Beckett, bred by Jon Arne Didriksen

Points
200
190
190
180

Best Korat Adult - Female
Gr Ch Indigo Forgetme Not – Owned & bred by Liz Beckett
Gr Ch Indigo True Blue – Owned & bred by Liz Beckett
IGrCh Jusarka Panicum-PrairieSky – Owned & bred by Julie Cherkas
Ch Koorahk Liliwen – Owned & bred by Helen Hawkins
Saluay Mae-Nam – Owned & bred by Clare Treacher
Koorahk Precious – Owned & bred by Helen Hawkins

450
80
70
55
40
40

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Best Korat Neuter – Male
GrPr Jusarka Gingko – Owned by Leo & Felicity Black, bred by Julie Cherkas
Gr Pr Saluay Chuaang Dow – Owned & bred by Clare Treacher
Gr Pr Koorahk Prajow – Owned by Chris & Karen Hudson, bred by Helen Hawkins
Jusarka Carnival Juke – Owned by Richard & Janette Shelley, bred by Julie Cherkas

440
315
150
50

1st

Best Korat Neuter – Female
IGrCh & Pr Jusarka Thai Lilac Promise - Owned & bred by Julie Cherkas

770

Best Thai – Adult, Neuter, Male & Female
Gr Ch Jusarka Divine Dream Maker – Owned & bred by Julie Cherkas
Ch Jusarka Dream-Catcher – Owned by Louise Portsmouth, bred by Julie Cherkas
Ch Jusarka Suchin – Owned by Sarah Williams-Elliss, bred by Julie Cherkas
Ch Jusarka Point-to-Point – Owned by Jen Lacey, bred by Julie Cherkas
Jusarka Special Edition – Owned & bred by Julie Cherkas
Pr Clairabelle Lindy Hop – Owned by Richard & Janette Shelley, bred, Clair Harding-Brown

370
190
50
30
20
20

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
=5th
=5th

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
=5th
=5th
1st

Best Kitten – Male
Jusarka Cymbeline – Owned & bred by Julie Cherkas

40

1st
2nd
3rd

Best Kitten – Female
Koorahk Precious – Owned & bred by Helen Hawkins
Saluay Mae-Nam – Owned & bred by Clare Treacher
Saluay Phai-Lin – Owned & bred by Clare Treacher

250
80
10

Sincere Congratulations to all those who took part!
I had details from more exhibitors than last year, but there are still some not sending me points.
Julie Cherkas has a blank spreadsheet with columns for the information I need; she can send it to
anyone who needs it. I sometimes struggle to know which category your cat falls into by just its
name, so, the information I need is:
Name and Date of Show; Name and Title of the cat, plus which category it is competing in.
For example, Korat or Thai (which type), plus whether it’s Adult, Kitten or Neuter, Male or
Female; and which awards it won and the points.

The certificates for Best Cats in each category will be awarded at the Korat & Thai Cat Association
Show, Aldersley, on 3 April 2016. It was disappointing not to receive more results but
congratulations to our winners and I look forward to meeting you at the Show to hand over your
certificates.
Please send me your show results for 2016. Either send them after each show or ask Julie for the
spreadsheet and keep a record to send me by 31 January 2017. To encourage you all to send in
your results, a reminder of the points follows. Breeders can include cats bred, but no longer owned,
by them if they aren’t sure the owner will be submitting results.

Special K&TCA Club Rosettes
As a club member, you are entitled to claim a special rosette each time your cat gains a new title;
e.g. Champion, Premier, Grand Champion, Grand Premier, etc. Your cat’s title and full pedigree
name will be printed on the tails of the rosette. We have 22 cats earning rosettes last year and
these will also be handed out at our Show. Check whether your cat is on the list on page 25.

K&TCA’s Show Awards & Points System

The scheme has been running for a few years now but it relies on you telling me about
your show successes for 2016. Points are allocated for wins at all GCCF shows throughout
the year, as detailed below.
Special laminated certificates are awarded to the winners of each category:
Best Korat Adult – Male & Female
Best Korat Neuter – Male & Female
Best Thai chosen from Adults & Neuters
Best Kitten - Male & Female
Best Breeder, awarded to the Breeder with the most overall points.
Points are allocated, based on the Royal Canin points system, as follows:
BREED CLASS
Awarded CC, PC or 1st in Kitten Class = 20 points
2nd Place = 10 points
3rd Place =5 points
Withheld Certificate = 5 points
GRAND CLASS
Awarded GCC, GPC or UKGR = 30 points
Reserve GCC or Reserve GPC = 20 points
Withheld GCC or Res GPC = 15 points
IMPERIAL CLASS
Awarded Imp Gr CC or Imp Gr PC = 40 points
Reserve IGC or Reserve IGP = 30 points
Withheld IGC or Res IGP = 15 points
OLYMPIAN CLASS
Awarded Olympian Adult or Neuter = 50 points
Res Olympian = 40 points
Withheld Olympian = 20 points
OTHER AWARDS
Best of Breed award = 20 points
Best of Variety Adult, Kitten, Neuter = 30 points
Overall BOV = 40 points
Overall Best in Show = 50 points
If you don’t let me have your 2016 results, no points can be awarded.
Send details to: jenday2011@hotmail.co.uk
Jen Day – Show Support Secretary

Pandora’s Box

by Jocelyn Glanfield

I don’t know about you, but the winter months always stir me to
evaluate things a little, perhaps it’s because the focus is upon gifts
and being with those you love, or maybe it’s the simple fact that the
colder weather brings with it greater opportunity to sit and reflect
in front of a lovely log fire….especially with a cat, or two - or even
three - upon your lap.

Pandora believes in taking
relaxation seriously…

We first met Julie Cherkas when seeking out a little girl Korat to introduce to our existing feline
household of two rescues. It was my first experience of all things Korat and Thai and somehow,
among a sea of gorgeous greyness and Thai Blue Point perfection, I ended up cuddling a sweet little
Korat girl and was instantly and completely smitten. She snuggled seductively into me, pressing her
tiny, silky head into my hand, while insisting upon being petted and every time I stopped stroking
her, a perfect little oval paw would reach out to remind me to keep attending to her every pleasure.
Now, nearly 4 years later, things are pretty much the same. At the same time, I became equally
captivated by the most gorgeous Thai Blue Point boy who played around us, on us and over us in the
most enchanting whirlwind of blue-eyes and cream fur – he was gorgeous and as he jumped on me,
playing with my hair, necklace, earrings and shoelaces I really fell for him too. I reasoned that they
would make the perfect pair, a handsome duet – a dynamic duo even and though how lovely it would
be for them to have each other to play and cuddle with together… And that, my dear Korateers, is
how we ended up with two kittens instead of just the one…!! 
We named the Thai Blue Point boy Dexter, but couldn’t seem to find the right name for our girl.
We studied serious names, laughed at funny names, wondered at Thai names and considered “Grey”
names. We played with mischievous names and dallied with famous names, but none seemed to truly
suit her. I was discussing this problem, and that of the impending introduction of these kittens to
our two rescues, when I likened the situation to a Pandora’s Box. And that, dear friends, is how our
tiny scrap of grey dynamite got her name.
As it happened, the introduction I had worried over was a non-event,
Maisie-Mew did what Maisie always did and hid herself away for a while,
but was soon won over by the delightful Dexter and much to our amazement
allowed him to snuggle with her – something
never seen before, or since. And then there
was George - my gorgeous, divinely sweet
ginger and white permanently good natured
boy. He just ambled over to Dexter kissed
him then turned to Pandora rolling over and
Pandora often sits with her
offering the tiny grey spitfire a friendly,
paws crossed as if she has
playful paw. Against her better judgment Dexter often liked to use Pandora
special powers or knows
something no one else does.
Pandora accepted his friendship but couldn’t
as a cushion – but he did it with
help reminding him that it was fine to be friends, just as long as he such aplomb that even she didn’t
remembered that it was she, Pandora, who was in charge!! As the tale mind!! Just look at his cheeky grin!!
of Pandora’s Box tells us, where there are blessings, there are inevitably curses and this was
certainly true in the case of both George and Dexter when Pandora and I were left heartbroken as
both those two VERY special boys died far too early in life. Now as I cuddle Pandora I often think
of them and how we would never have known Dexter without her – and that would have been a
tragedy.

History books are full of cautionary tales of those who are told not to open doors, cupboards and of
course boxes… Eventually their inevitable overwhelming curiosity overcomes all discretion and we
wait for them to be unable to resist the temptation of lifting the lid to take a peek at what hides
inside. And this describes Pandora perfectly, for our heroine constantly brings both blessings and
curses, or torment, to our lives!!
Pandora was always brave. A tiny, fearless, grey explosion of purpose who
seeks to inflict as much vexation as possible to those who are busy with
tasks that do not/should not involve her. The name Pandora may literally
mean “all gifted”, apt for a cat of many talents who is expert at appearing
completely blameless while being front and centre of all trouble.
there’s a crash, then Pandora is likely to have caused it.

If

If there’s a

landslide, then Pandora is likely to have started it. If there’s a sudden
bang or mishap, then Pandora is usually responsible.

And if there’s

something missing, then Pandora has most certainly hidden it!! Whether it
is a high or precarious shelf that just HAS to be climbed, or a bag that

A Pandora “selfie”!! Pandora
holds all the shots she
reckons!!

simply HAS to be investigated, or maybe something like ironing that HAS to be disrupted, then
Pandora is always right there in the thick of it, thoroughly enjoying terminating all proceedings most
effectively and with great catisfaction.

Without exception, every single new thing has to be

thoroughly checked out, and every single car that has the temerity to park outside has to be sat in.
It is now standard practice to warn everyone who stops for longer than a few seconds that they
may just find a small grey stowaway aboard.
I think it’s true to say that Pandora, just like her mythological name-sake, makes trouble wherever
she goes. But I still love her dearly… Utterly and completely. And she knows it!!

As well as life in general, Pandora loves Christmas,
which could be down to the presents, those
carefully wrapped packages in catty paper with
the stinky shrimp treats inside that send out
their own delicious invitation to be unwrapped and
savoured. Or maybe it is the freshly cooked
turkey, succulent prawns or tender salmon? Or
perhaps it’s the decorations?
Those shiny
baubles, sparkly fir cones and tempting shiny red
berries - or then again maybe it’s what they come
in…Boxes!! Pandora loves ALL boxes. No matter
Pandora loves boxes.
what size, shape or type. Pandora is an authority
on boxes, which I’m sure you’ll agree, is rather apt as she remains one of
my greatest blessings in the world.

When all the excitement
had died down Pandora
found just sitting there, in
the box, most pleasing.

Pandora, Binx, Indi, The Bear and Maisie-Mew wish everyone a wonderful springtime. They’ll return
in the next newsletter with another little City Cat Tale that’s “Perfectly Pandora”!

£Treasurer’s Notes – The Final One!

Many, many years ago, Jen came back from a Korat AGM to say that very few people were willing to be on the committee and
that she had said I would be Treasurer. Now remember, this is the non-Korat person in this household being told he had
"volunteered!" I even think the words "temporary" and "just for a short while" were even mentioned in the same sentence.
Anyway, eon's later and it is time to call it a day. Time for someone else to "volunteer" at the AGM and move the position on to
new ideas and a bit of a shake-up. Thank you all for the pictures and messages over the years, always nice to see what others are
up to but don't send me any more!!! New Treasurer will be unveiled after the AGM and you can all proceed to fill their letterbox,
not mine. The club is nicely secure financially thanks to all you Korat owners, many of you on second or third generation of
ownership, seems a Korat really is for life. Good going for a small breed club.
So the years have ticked by and after a bit of a clean out our daughter (plus children and korats of her own) recently was given
her old primary school books that we had treasured for far too long and there on a news page was infant writing about a cat and
kittens belonging to her mum….not much changes! So with age, and the passing of time, and my decidedly non-PC outlook on
life, I thought some of you might enjoy this little piece I turned up…….
Say you are an older senior citizen and can no longer take care of yourself, the government says there is no Nursing Home care
available for you. So, what do you do? You opt for "Medicare Plan G". The plan gives anyone 75 or older a gun (Plan G) and one
bullet. You are allowed to shoot one worthless politician. This means you’ll be sent to prison for the rest of your life where you’ll
receive 3 meals a day, a roof over your head, central heating and air conditioning, cable TV, a library, and all the Health Care you
need. Need new teeth? No problem. Need glasses? That's great. Need a hearing aid, new hip, knees, kidney, lungs, sex change, or
heart? They are all covered! As an added bonus, your kids can come and visit you at least as often as they do now! And, who will
be paying for all of this? The same government that just told you they can't afford for you to go into a nursing home. And you will
get rid of a useless politician while you are at it. And now, because you are a prisoner, you don't have to pay any more income
taxes! Is this a great country or what? Now that I've solved your senior financial plan, enjoy the rest of your week!
And Finally and for the VERY LAST TIME, the YORKSHIRE bit…….
A Yorkshire farmer decided to place an obituary in the Yorkshire Post following the death of his wife. The couple had been
happily married for 50 years. The husband visited the newspaper office and when informed of the cost, the man uttered, in true
Yorkshire fashion, “How Much?!!!” He reluctantly produced his wallet. “I want summat simple," he explained, “My Gladys was a
good-hearted and hard-working Yorkshire lass but she wunt ‘ave wanted owt swanky." “Perhaps a small poem?" suggested the
woman at the desk. “Nay,” he said, “she wunt ‘ave wanted anything la-di-da. Just put; ‘Gladys Braithwaite’s died’”. “You need to
say when." He was told by the receptionist. “Do I? Well, put 'died 17th March 2015.' That’ll do.” "It’s usual for the bereaved to add
some meaningful phrase about the dearly departed," she said. The man considered for a moment. “Well, put in, ‘Sadly missed.’
That’ll do,” he said. “You can have another four words,” the woman explained. “No, no!” he cried, “she wouldn’t ‘ave wanted
me to splash out.” “The words are included in the price,” the woman informed him. “Are they? You mean I’ve paid for ‘em?" “Yes,
indeed." ’‘Well, if I’ve paid for ‘em” exclaimed the man, “I’m ‘avin’ ‘em."
The obituary was duly printed as follows:
‘Gladys Braithwaite. Died 17th March 2015. Sadly missed. Also Tractor for sale.’
Bye all.

Brian

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------KCA Subscriptions for 2016 were due on 1st January.
If taking a paper newsletter :

Single: £9

Joint: £11

Newsletter sent by email:

Single: £7

Joint: £9

Overseas: £12
No overseas supplement

Name(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Email address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Until the end of April, continue sending your cheques, payable to Korat Cat Association, to:
Brian Lacey (Treasurer), The Cottage Cattery, Stapleford Road, Whissendine, Rutland LE15 7HF
Remember you can pay via PayPal using ~ treasurerkca@btinternet.com ~ quite a few are using this now

2 015 Titl ed S ho w C ats
GRAND CHAMPION ADTHISH SAWATAOS CHEEWIT
CHAMPION MOEI LALANA
CHAMPION JUSARKA DREAM-CATCHER
CHAMPION JUSARKA POINT-TO-POINT
CHAMPION SERENNOL LILLEE IN PINK
IMPERIAL GRAND CHAMPION & GRAND PREMIER JUSARKA THAI LILAC
PROMISE
GRAND PREMIER KOORAHK PRAJOW
PREMIER JUSARKA CARNIVAL JUKE
CHAMPION JONA’S CHA KOON
PREMIER SALUAY CHUAANG DOW
GRAND CHAMPION JUSARKA DIVINE DREAM MAKER
CHAMPION MAEW-KORACH RAMASURA
IMPERIAL GRAND CHAMPION & IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER JUSARKA THAI
LILAC PROMISE
GRAND CHAMPION INDIGO TRUE BLUE
CHAMPION KAL-LEE KASEM
GRAND CHAMPION INDIGO FORGETME NOT
GRAND CHAMPION JUSARKA SUCHIN
CHAMPION NARKEESHA CLOUDNINE
GRAND PREMIER SALUAY CHUAANG DOW
GRAND PREMIER HIGFORD THAI CHI
CHAMPION NIKELSILVA MIDAS
CHAMPION THANONWANG ELVENSTAR

Congratulations to the cats, their owners and breeders!

MEETING OF FEBRUARY COUNCIL 2016
This report begins with a tale of two presentations since undoubtedly they were the highlights of the afternoon.
Congratulations to both Sally Rainbow-Ockwell and Kate Kaye for putting together the relevant data and giving
very precise summaries on their respective projects.

The New Computer System
Sally believed it would be the final time she would be standing in front of Council giving an update on Project
Phoenix. She couldn't give an exact date yet when the system would go live, but hopefully in April. She had hoped
to be telling delegates of a more imminent launch, but unfortunately the development company had been bedeviled
by staff problems, so that at the end of the previous year and on into early 2016, progress had slowed to almost a
standstill.
At the January Board meeting approval had been given for extra funding for the volunteers to push things along.
GCCF was indeed indebted to Ian Macro who was devoting as much time to Phoenix as he was to his day job.
Thankfully he had the technical expertise, as well as a thorough understanding of the special requirements for
GCCF, so the impetus towards project completion had been regained.
The first screen shots Sally showed us were of the computer screens the registrars and show support staff in the
GCCF Office look at daily. It was an instant flashback to around 30 years, for those around then, a period when
print showed yellow or white on an all black background screen. It was a window into the current i-Series computer,
repository of all our records since the late 1980s. It’s quite a contrast to our light, bright applications of today with
their dropdown menus, multi-page accessibility and guided entry prompts.
The format of the current on-line system will change, screens will look different and it will be possible to access
more information on individual cats than is possible at present, such as analysis of their genetic makeup. However,
for owners and breeders not a tremendous difference to cope with. The emphasis now is on staff training as at the
GCCF Office they have a much bigger transition to make. It’s not just a question of input change. They are being
supported to becoming interactive, to assist those who phone in with registration queries and problems. The
answer, ‘computer says no’, should be a thing of the past.
'Male torties?’ queried one delegate, and assurance was given that Phoenix would allow overrides to take care of
oddities, and correct errors from the past. Work was still ongoing to input registration policies onto the system,
particularly in respect of variants. There was a fair amount of inconsistency between what BACs allowed as
acceptable, and these individual preferences and definitions made programming difficult.
The final plea was to spread the word. There will be a period of a few days when existing online services are lost to
enable the new to be got up and running. It will be a time of intense activity and pressure in the Office to ensure
downtime is as short as possible. Though there may be frustration to lose what we are now very used to having,
take a deep breath and remember, Phoenix will be rising, at last!

The Show Survey Results
Kate’s report gave Council the outcome to the show survey that took place at the end of last year. An analysis had
been made to find out exactly what was liked and disliked about the GCCF show experience. This had proved
relatively easy for the first five questions, as information was drawn down from multiple choice questions, but the
final two had generated 300 pages of varied comments, all of which had been read and eventually allocated to
construct six themes. As with Phoenix there was grateful thanks to those who worked long and hard behind the
scenes turning random remarks into structured reports. Take a bow Peter Collin, and please pass thanks on to
your partner, Gavin.
There were almost 1500 respondents and the good news was that the majority were showing with GCCF and over
half were at least content with their show experience, some more so. A few went to shows run by other
organisations as well, but in addition, rather than instead of. It was also a pleasant outcome as well to find that
many valued their day out for the social experience, meeting up with friends and seeing new cats.
From listening to Kate, rather than having studied the report, it would seem there was probably at least one
complaint about almost everything. However, the length of the show day was one thing that stood out, and judges
and stewards came in for a fair amount criticism, though perhaps for a suspicion of a lack of objectivity rather than
an actuality. The four-week period for the publication of show reports was thought about right, though the content of
reports, those that didn’t include reasons for placing or withholding, attracted some criticism.
Delegates were none too impressed by some of the remarks reported, as it was clear the complainants had little
understanding of the work involved in putting on a show. The show manager who said she would like to round up
the bored and idle and give them a job to do was roundly applauded. It was noticeable too that many who had a
wish list did not consider consequences. For example, all would probably agree it would be great to have smarter
venues in plusher complexes with more activities on offer, but few would be willing to pay the hike in entry fees that
would result.

The trigger that fired off the great show review was the Siamese Cat Club’s proposal that titled cats should have an
entry option in either the class that would gain them a higher award, or keep them at the level already obtained.
The overwhelming majority who mentioned this were in favour of it, though it wasn’t a large number. It also came
as no surprise that the majority of respondents came from the large multi-breed sections, the Foreign and Semi
Longhair, and it was these exhibitors who commented that it was time for restructure to make the sections more
balanced, but again only a small proportion of the whole. It was thought there was more work to do investigating
changes that would be widely welcomed, now that were some pointers.
The full survey results will be published on the website shortly for all to read, with paper copies made available (for
the cost of postage and packing) for those unable to access it from there. The Show Review Group’s next work will
be to bring proposals to Council from June based on the results, considering the easy fixes first. However, do
watch your mailbox because another survey, this time based solely on the Supreme, will be with you next month.
All contributions very welcome!

Breed & Show News
There was nothing specific to Korats and Thais. A rule was introduced to ensure all white cats used for breeding
can hear, but if there is a deaf Korat around then it’s an individual problem from accident or illness rather than due
to inherited factors.
The Australian Mists added caramel to their range of colours. If approval by the Board is given in the next month or
so then the Thai Lilac Point will be introduced to Council in the same way in June, and they will be eligible to enter
any shows taking entries. They will share a class with the other Thais. Korats will remain entirely separate.

The Supreme
The main show business concerned the Supreme. Delegates learned that the 2015 show had lost £9,700, but that
the Ruby Anniversary show in 2016 would go ahead with some additions. With exception of UK Grand all
certificates would be worth double, even though awarded only by a single judge. Therefore cats that came needing
two for their next title could gain it on the day. Rubies are red, so along with the special kitten class enjoyed by
many, there would be a special class for all red breeds.
The Gala Dinner will take place at the Metropole Hotel on the Friday evening before and tickets are £54 per
person. The Cat of the Year Awards will be presented on the same evening and scoring for these is well underway.
See the GCCF website for full details.

Royal Canin Young People’s Awards
Another new award, one to be run over the coming year, was to encourage youngsters. The class would be
sponsored by Royal Canin, with the only condition to be that the cat was owned, or part owned, by someone 16 or
under.

Finance
Once again the Office manager had a very positive picture to present. Income had risen and some effective
savings made were now paying off so that expenditure had fallen. There would be a very satisfactory end of year
surplus, and the examiner was now preparing the draft 2015 accounts from all the records provided.

Business
The reports from the partnerships were also upbeat. The number of conversions on Agria kitten policies by the new
owners continued to show steady growth. In all, GCCF had earned a total of £45,000 from this business
arrangement in the past year that went towards holding prices for registrations and transfers steady as well as into
new services.
Royal Canin’s assessment of the transfer incentive was that it was one of the best promotions the company had
run based on take up figures. For GCCF it had brought about the increase in transfer numbers reported which
contributed to the improvement shown in income.
Mrs Rainbow-Ockwell had completed the 2016 Business Plan and copies were available. It can be downloaded
from the GCCF website

Club news
The Devon Rex Owners Club was introduced as a new provisional breed club member.
All member clubs will have to get their return sheets in for May 1st this year or face a £50 administrative charge. In
case of extenuating circumstances the GCCF Office has to be informed of these so that assistance can be offered,
again by the date, rather than leaving it to drift. This won’t present any difficulty for the Korat & Thai Cat
Association. The returns for GCCF are already prepared!
Unfortunately, there was not time to discuss the suggestion from the Surrey and Sussex Club of delegate
representation with reduced club membership. The Chairman asked delegates to have some club committee

discussion on this. While it might seem to be a help for clubs whose membership was falling, should there be fixed
limits on what actually constituted and defined a club? Should a club with 90 members have the same
representation and voting rights as those with only 20 or 30? Again this isn’t a problem for our club, and I’m sure
regular contact via the Newsletter helps sustain the loyalty of members, along with the knowledge of how special
our Korats and Thais are.

Welfare
The Chairman gave an update from his continued liaison with the Canine & Feline Sector Group, and its subcommittee whose remit was the breeding and welfare of cats, and from the Cat Group. He felt he was successfully
getting the message across that GCCF was concerned with promoting best practice; the proposal to reduce the
risk of deafness in white cats was one example. He was able to bring the news that the incidence of FeLV had
dramatically plummeted amongst all cats, including ferals, and the incidence of FIV was also reduced.

Finale
The day ended on something of a sour note with the presentation of the Codes of Conduct for the Board and
Disciplinary Committees. The contention was over whether a member of the Board should speak in Council against
a proposal agreed by a Board majority. It was acknowledged that his/her club had the right to representation to
express its committee view and options were provided by which this could be achieved, allowing for the usual
delegate to speak, having notified the Chairman in advance, or provision made for a substitute to attend.
So in spite of concerns, no one is prevented from attending any meeting, and all retain the right to speak, indeed to
dissent if club and director are agreed this is the view to be put forward. All that was introduced was an element of
courtesy, a nod towards a Board member’s responsibility to colleague support and company unity that goes in
tandem with a directorship.
Once a stand is taken on a perceived right to freedom of speech, responsibilities to committees, colleagues and the
company tend to seem less important. Perhaps the old adage of judging by actions rather than by words is the
bottom line. The next meeting will be the Electoral one once again. Someone who is prepared to work hard and get
things done, without consideration of personal gain or glory, would surely be the ideal, but everyone to his or her
own vote.
Jen Lacey (K&TCA Council Delegate).



Korat & Thai Cat Association - 10th Championship Show
SUNDAY
3rd April 2016
Aldersley Leisure Complex
Aldersley Road, Wolverhampton WV6 9NW

We have a table and our club merchandise will be on sale; fleece jackets, notebooks (new),
keyrings, pens and tote bags. The Special Club rosettes for each cat ‘having achieved a
title’ in 2015 will be available for collection. See page 25 to find out if your cat has one.
Once again, there will be a Thai Lilac Point on exhibition.
You can also pay your 2016 subs if you haven’t already paid.
There will also be a raffle, with all proceeds going to the clubs involved on the day.
Any raffle prizes you can donate on the day will be gratefully received.

We hope to see you there!!!

Obituaries – In Memoriam
Sadly, we reflect on the loss of two members who supported the club for many years; Jane Hard, our VicePresident who was involved with the club since its inception; and one of our breeders, Willie Wilkinson.
Judith Jewkes our President, writes:
I first met Jane and Flip Hard in the early 80's at probably my first ever cat show, at
this time Korats did not have championship status and the plea was for more different
cats on the show bench, so my Suli (the noisiest Korat in the world) was taken along
to, I think Olympia, and there were the Hards with their much adored Bharu, the
recipient of many, many rosettes. I still have a coaster with his photo! Jane and Flip
were involved with what was then the Korat Group, from very early on. Flip was our
first Delegate and was treasurer for many years, and a very good one he was too, no
dramas, just efficiently doing a good job.
Jane served on the committee at the same time, so they could always travel together,
the fact that all of this travelling was on public transport didn't deter them at all, so
from deepest Dorset to meetings in central London on
a Sunday by train they were always first there. At
some point we had difficulty with a venue (I suspect our Jane and Flip - back in the day!
usual YMCA must have upped the price beyond our
meagre means) at which point as an emergency solution, they arranged for us to
meet in a flat in the Barbican belonging to one of their four sons. Our meetings then
moved to Dunstable which was more difficult for them to get to so for quite a long
time I used to meet them at a station and they would come with me to the meetings.

A more recent portrait of Jane

Jane also stayed with me for a few days when I lived near to where a granddaughter
was at school. The conversation was always interesting on those occasions as they
had lived in so many parts of the world, then when Flip left the Army he became a
barrister. Jane seemed to belong to a bygone era in some ways, she would have
been an indomitable member upholding the flag in any far flung outpost of the British
Empire! She had been brought up abroad and was an accomplished cross country
skier, a sport she loved, and one she continued to do for a very long time.

Both Jane and Flip were tireless in their service to Korats, they gave of their time and expertise unstintingly for
many decades, just because they loved the cats, the KTCA would not be such a viable breed group today without
the kind of dedication they provided.

Julie Cherkas – Newsletter Editor & Hon. Secretary writes:
In January, we were saddened to hear that our Vice-President, Jane Hard, had passed away. I only met Jane once,
when she and her neighbour, Robin Miller, called in to meet the many Korats and Thais who reside with me - not to
mention the odd Burmese! Jane was in her element with all those cats! However, we spoke often on the phone up until
last year. Jane was certainly very dedicated to Korats, as was her late husband who sadly, I never met. They both
supported the club for many, many years and their commitment was unfailing. In the last year or so, I had missed Jane’s
phone calls, asking when I needed her piece for the newsletter? Until very recently, she had never failed to report on her
beloved Kesa. I’m sure Kesa, and her friends and family, particularly her son Robin who looked after her, are all sadly
missing her presence in their lives. Our thoughts and condolences are with them all.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Willie Wilkinson
Willie (William) Wilkinson had been breeding Korats for many years under his “Theoaks”
prefix. His love of both horses and Korats led to many awards. Sadly, William had motor
neurone disease which had been diagnosed a few years ago and, despite a brave battle,
he died on 14th February. He was very committed to the Korat breed, and his legacy
remains in the form of many Imperial Grand Champion Korats, including UK Grands.
Our thoughts and condolences are with Willie’s many friends and family at this sad time.

If you would like to leave a tribute to Jane or William on the club website,
please send it to me, or Dee. Contact details are on page 2.
Julie Cherkas – Hon. Secretary

William Wilkinson with Ch Theoaks
Mildred gaining a Grand Challenge
Certificate at the Supreme, 2010
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KORAT & THAI CAT ASSOCIATION
LIST OF BREEDERS
NAME / LOCATION

PREFIX / TEL NO

EMAIL / WEB ADDRESS

Mr H Bailey [KOR]
Kent
Miss E Beale [KOR]
London
Ms E Beckett [KOR]
Hampshire
Mr R & Mrs L Best [KOR & TAI]
Cardiff
Mr & Mrs L Black* [KOR]
London
Ms Julie Cherkas* [KOR & TAI]
Southampton
Ms Jo Collar [KOR & TAI]
Surrey
Miss J Couch* [KOR & TAI]
South Wales
Mrs C Harding-Brown* [KOR & TAI]
Berkshire
Mrs H Hawkins* [KOR]
Manchester
Mrs J Jeffers* [KOR & TAI]
Isle of Man
Mrs J Lacey* [KOR & TAI]
Rutland
Mrs A & Ms B Locher [KOR & TAI]
London
Miss C Nichols* [KOR]
Humber Bridge
Mrs Louise Portsmouth [KOR& TAI]
Royal Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire
Mrs M Saunders [KOR & TAI]
Devon
Ms G Sinclair [KOR]
London
Miss C Treacher [KOR]
London
Mrs S Williams-Elliss* [KOR & TAI]
Nottinghamshire
Mrs Liz Wilson [KOR & TAI]
Herefordshire

Korag
07540 320387
No Prefix
07809 203290
Indigo
023 9229 6647
Myfanwy
029 2084 2845
Kanzona
020 7485 1211
Jusarka
023 8090 4187
No Prefix
07799 062143
Jasumik
01792 791207
Clairabelle
07889 119224
Koorahk
0161 281 6482
Maipenrai
01624 823655
Jenanca
01664 474408
Bikila
020 8898 4299
Nikelsilva
01482 627029
Cattleya
01793 938543
Chandrakan
01395 597791
Sawatao
07814 894733
Saluay
07714 279625
Serennol
07807 888718
Higford
01531 660283

hb_87_@hotmail.com
memmie_89@hotmail.com
beckett199@btinternet.com
richpbest@hotmail.com
felicityvincent@googlemail.com
jusarka@yahoo.co.uk
jocollar01@gmail.com
tamruat03@yahoo.co.uk
animalantix@me.com
www.animalantix.com
koorahk_korats34@hotmail.com
www.koorahkkoratsdirect.co.uk
jj@korat.co.uk
jen.lacey@btinternet.com
www.jenanca.com
walannlocher@yahoo.co.uk
beatricelocher@hotmail.com
nikelsilva@yahoo.com
louise.portsmouth@mac.com
mary23@btinternet.com
gab.s@virgin.net
clare.treacher83@gmail.com
serennol@yahoo.co.uk
www.serennol.co.uk
lizziecatw@higford.orangehome.co.uk

* Denotes stud ownership

OVERSEAS KORAT BREEDERS
Ms C Baird
Mr B Pollesche

Primprau’s
Kobalt

Denmark
Germany

dkkorat@yahoo.dk
bpollesche@arcor.de

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
K&TCA KITTEN LIST SERVICE
Contact Julie Cherkas with your litter information and she will place the details on the KTCA website.
Please include date of birth, number of kittens born, type of kittens (i.e. Korats or Thais),
number of each sex still available and date the kittens will be ready for their new homes.

Please remember to let Julie know when your kittens have been placed.
www.korats.org.uk
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